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Abstract

Abstract
The politics of dams has been analysed from a range of disciplinary perspectives – including
comparative politics, international relations, political economy and political ecology – and at varying
levels – international, national and local. This paper provides a critical review of this literature,
highlighting key research themes and gaps in current analysis as a means of developing a broad
framework and research agenda for the FutureDAMS project. This framework emphasises the
importance of integrating material and ideational drivers of dams across multiple levels of analysis.
Much valuable work has been done on the international politics of dams and the micro-politics of
displacement and resistance to dam construction. However, a comparatively neglected area of
study – particularly where the recent dam boom in developing countries is concerned – is to link
these transnational and micro-political processes to national-level decision making. To this end, the
paper proposes a central concern with such national-level processes, including process tracing
decision making, the distributional politics of energy, the development of bureaucratic and technical
capacity to carry out dam projects and the companies contracted to build, assess and design
dams.
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1 Introduction
This paper critically reviews the existing literature on the politics and political economy of dams,
with a view to identifying key themes and current gaps in the literature, and to proposing a broad
framework and research agenda to be pursued within the FutureDAMS project. The central
concern of the FutureDAMS project is to understand how decisions about dams are made – from
the identification of dams over other infrastructure as the preferred solution to perceived energy,
food, environmental and water needs to the site selection, design, construction and operation of
dams – with the aim of promoting better decision making throughout this process. While
infrastructure development, including dam construction, is technologically challenging, it is also
fundamentally political, with distributional and ideological dimensions that are a vital consideration.
This paper proposes a research agenda that can both stand alone as a coherent programme of
research on the politics of dams and complement and engage with the other social science and
engineering research being conducted within FutureDAMS.
The study of dam politics is particularly pertinent given the infrastructure’s current resurgence.
Dam building went through a marked stagnation, starting from the 1980s but accelerating in the
1990s as a number of major funders like UNDP, the World Bank and European Export–Import
(EXIM) banks pulled out or decreased dam finance (McCully 2001, Khagram 2004). This trend has,
surprisingly, now been reversed for a number of reasons. Crucially, international finance has
returned, particularly originating from emerging powers, foremost of which is China. Chinese
government finance had increased from funding two dams in 2003 to at least 17 dams, and an
accumulated spend of $13.3 billion, by 2014.1 Additionally, in the context of climate change,
Western donors and the World Bank have also returned, with dams presented as a sustainable
energy source, approving $8.8 billion for dam development and restoration between 2003 and
2014 (Bosshard, 2009; World Bank, 2009). Furthermore, the global commodities boom since the
mid-2000s (Taylor, 2014) is a probable supplementary driver of the resurgence of dam
construction: high food prices and, at points, severe challenges sourcing food in international
markets are providing strong incentives for international and domestic investors, and national
governments to pursue the expansion of agricultural production, with access to water and irrigation
an important part of this process (Borras et al, 2011; Woodhouse, 2012). It is therefore important to
assess potential continuities and change in this new era of dam construction.

Dams are fundamentally environmental interventions blocking the passage of a river and thereby
change its hydrology, sediments, chemistry and other physical properties. Consequently, they
directly and indirectly influence the ecosystem of a river, and the fauna and flora interrelated with
the river’s biophysical operation. However, such environments do not exist in separation from the
human sphere. Rather, economies, cultures and societies are interrelated with rivers, using their
material ecosystem services for food, water, transport and energy. Rivers also become cultural
objects, for instance taking on spiritual or religious symbolism. This is captured by Swyngedouw
(2015) and Hoag (2013) as the ‘waterscape’, a biophysically and socially produced hybrid
environment. This connection between nature and society is also advanced by the hydro-social
cycle, a term which conceptualises the processes by which water and society remake each other
(Linton & Budds, 2014). This gives hydro-social territories, ‘spatial configurations of people,
1
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institutions, water flows, hydraulic technology and the biophysical environment that revolve around
the control of water’ (Boelens et al, 2016, p 1).
Thus, dams’ river intervention is inherently political, affecting different groups directly through
displacement or indirectly through impacts on biophysical systems. This distributional impact is
reinforced by questions of who is undertaking dam building and for what purpose. Dams have
historically involved trade-offs between those whose livelihoods have been affected, especially
through displacement, and those receiving electricity and water benefits. Thus, dams’
environmental intervention has the potential to benefit some to the detriment of others. Historically,
this has favoured the economically and socially advantaged; water, and the associated benefits of
controlling it, flow uphill. This reinforces the idea of dams and their environmental intervention as
inherently political, serving certain interests while often entailing negative impacts for other
ecologies and poorer people. Political ecology is therefore central to understanding dam building,
grounding analysis in an appreciation of dams’ ecological and political contexts, directing research
to seek out the powerful interests driving or benefiting from dams, as well as the political effects of
the infrastructure’s ecological intervention (Adams, 1992; Hoag and Öhman, 2008; Everard, 2013;
Tilt, 2015; Verhoeven, 2015a, 2015b; Olorunfemi et al, 2017; Tan-Mullins et al, 2018; Yankson et
al, 2018).

As is clearly evident from the existing literature, dams are complex infrastructural developments
that bring together a range of public and private, international and domestic actors. Moreover,
dams can be assessed at multiple levels of analysis: from the international flows of finance, food
and energy that constitute important drivers of the new dam boom to national governments that
actively engage in trying to take advantage of and to re-shape these processes to address their
own political and economic objectives to the local politics of changing land and water uses and the
impact this has on livelihoods. As such, this paper proposes five analytically distinct but
fundamentally interrelated levels of analysis relevant to the study of dams: the global political
economy; the river basin and regional context; national political economy; sub-national regional
dynamics; and the micro-politics of dams. The review emphasises that a focus on the national-level
political economy – how dams are intertwined with political survival strategies and national
economic development projects – has been comparatively neglected in much recent literature.
While fundamentally linked to international and sub-national processes, this national political
economy is a vitally important consideration with respect of the dam boom.

The paper proceeds in the following three sections by reviewing the literatures on the international,
national and sub-national politics of dams, covering material that directly addresses the politics of
dams and infrastructure, but also broader concerns with the political economy and state building. A
final section, in place of a conclusion, synthesises this discussion into a broad framework that will
guide FutureDAMS research on the politics of dams, and provides a preliminary research agenda.

2 International dimensions of the political economy of dams
The politics of dam design and construction cannot be considered solely within national borders.
Important drivers of decision making – and no doubt in some contexts the key ones – are
fundamentally international in character as a result of: the trans-boundary nature of many river
basins; the international sources of finance for dam construction; the international companies and
4

consultancies involved in their design and construction; and the international flows of fuel, food and
water to which decision makers often seek to respond. Many river basins – including all those to be
considered by the FutureDAMS project (the Tigris–Euphrates, Irrawaddy, Nile and Volta) – are
distributed across national borders, with the result that water infrastructure built in one country has
impacts upstream and/or downstream on other riparian countries. The relations of cooperation
and/or conflict between riparian states are contingent upon a range of physical factors (eg
dependence on and use of the river, alternative water sources) but, vitally, also on material power
(economic or military), bargaining power (including the strategies pursued during negotiations to
build alliances and outmanoeuvre opponents) and ideational/discursive power (deployed to frame
issues and thereby shape national and international opinion) (Cascão & Zeitoun, 2010; Kibaroglu,
2017). The concept of hydro-hegemony, drawing on broader thinking in international relations, has
been developed to define situations in which one country establishes dominance in these strategic
resources (Zeitoun and Warner, 2006)2. Trans-boundary relations in turn are shaped by historical
legacies of conflict and cooperation, constraining the room for manoeuvre of national political
elites. For instance, while often antagonistic, Nepal and Bhutan have cooperative agreements with
India, where the regional hegemon lies downstream and builds hydropower infrastructure
upstream, with the electricity then shared between builder and dam-host (Bisht, 2012; Lord, 2016).
However the Mekong (Matthews, 2012; Tilt, 2015; Motta & Matthews, 2018) and Nile (Mbaziira et
al, 2005; Cascão, 2008; Mason et al, 2009; Cascão & Zeitoun, 2010) constitute the most
researched case study basins in this context.

Bilateral and multilateral relations with countries within a particular river basin constitute another
vital element that has often shifted with geopolitical alignments. The Cold War, the subsequent
period of relatively unchallenged US hegemony and the more recent era of the emerging powers
challenging Western global dominance have each had important consequences for dam building in
developing countries (Nicol & Cascão, 2011; Verhoeven, 2016; Wu et al, 2016). One of the
clearest mechanisms by which geo-strategic linkages influence dams is by limiting or enabling
access to finance. During the Cold War, the US EXIM Bank became a major financer of dams,
particularly in key allied states like Spain (Swyngedouw, 2007, 2015). Dam finance even became a
proxy for contesting geopolitical alignment between cold war powers, with Ghana’s President
Nkrumah weighing up offers for the Akosombo Dam from the US and Russia, for instance. The
World Bank, long one of the largest financers of dams, was of course not immune to such geostrategic manoeuvring on the part of the US. With the decline of Bank funding for dams in the 21st
century and the rise of emerging powers like India, Brazil, the Arabian Gulf states and, most
importantly, China, close relations with these new financers have become vital means of realising
new dam projects.

These different international financiers are not only important as simple dam enablers, however,
but also as key actors in the implementation process. In the 20th century a significant focus of the
literature was on the policies and protests around the World Bank with regard to its impact
assessment, mitigation and project approval protocols (Hildyard & Willks, 1994; Goldman, 2005),
culminating in the publication of the World Commission on Dams report in 2000. Such interests in
the role of international financiers in dam building processes have continued into the 21st century,
albeit with a focus primarily on China (Bosshard, 2009; McDonald et al, 2009; Tilt, 2015; Chen &
2
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Landry, 2018; Siciliano & Urban, 2018). These form part of wider debates on the politics of China’s
foreign relations and engagement in development projects, given its past unconditional acceptance
of national construction quality and socio-environmental standards. With regard to countries in
Africa, a popular narrative paints China’s engagement as ‘rogue aid’ (Naim, 2009; Menon, 2012),
exploiting helpless Africans and causing significant social and environmental damage.3 However,
this problematically dismisses the agency of people and governments in Africa and the complexity
of the actors and activities of the emerging powers (Bräutigam, 2011; Mawdsley, 2012; Power et
al, 2012; Mohan & Lampert, 2013). Others have sought to nuance this understanding, presenting
the similarities, multiple actors and different potential outcomes from China’s dam building and
suggesting that there is nothing uniformly different about its international dam building compared to
others (Hensengerth, 2013; Scheumann & Hensengerth, 2014; Tan-Mullins et al, 2017; Siciliano &
Urban, 2018). Moreover, despite historically lower socio-environmental standards, China’s EXIM
Bank has adopted increasing requirements for its dam loans (Hensengerth, 2018). Understanding
the motivations and processes of these enabling international financiers is therefore important.

While state investment in building capacity to plan and manage dams is highly likely to be an
important factor shaping a coherent water–energy–food strategy, it is rare that developing
countries will have the engineering and construction expertise to undertake dam construction
alone. Rather, a relatively small number of engineering firms dominates the construction of large
dams across the globe. These firms are increasingly divided into three groups. The first undertakes
‘civil’ construction, the physical concrete infrastructure. Such firms increasingly come from the
Global South, led by major Chinese firms (Hwang et al, 2015), most notably Sinohydro, but also
include Brazilian companies like Odebrecht and ‘Western’ firms such as the Italian Salini Impregilo.
A second group undertakes the electro-mechanical engineering for hydropower projects. In this
bracket, companies are typically from both Europe (eg Siemens, Voith, Lahmeyer International –
Germany) and the US (eg General Electric) or emerging powers (eg BHEL – India). The third
group consists of large engineering conglomerates that design dams, supervise projects as
Owner’s Engineer and undertake river basin masterplans and environmental and social
assessments. This latter group tends to originate in the West, particularly Canada (AECOM, SNCLavalin), Australia (SMEC) France (Coyne et Bellier, Artelia), Italy (Salini Impregilo) and Germany
(Lahmeyer International).

Moreover, in the 21st century resurgence era private companies are increasingly taking on the role
of dam developer. The liberalisation of electricity markets has resulted in the change from one
organisation undertaking generation, transmission and distribution to these functions being
undertaken by separate companies or organisations. Typically, developing countries have
privatised power generation first, allowing private sector ownership and development of energy
plants, which are then sold to a nationalised distributor using Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)
contracts with these independent electricity-generating companies (Independent Power Producer –
IPP). Theoretically, this unleashes private sector capital for infrastructure generation; indeed, a
number of countries, for instance Rwanda (Dye, 2019) and Uganda (Gore, 2017), have mobilised
such investment to expand hydropower generation. However, these changes also have significant
effects on the politics of dam building, changing norms of who is responsible for impact
assessment, compensation, mitigation and benefit sharing, and introducing a profit motive that is
3
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potentially in tension with the ‘public good’ or at least the interests of affected rural peoples. While
under-examined, this significantly complicates the type and number of corporate actors in the 21st century dam-resurgence era (Ahlers et al, 2017).

The process of selecting and managing engineering firms is in itself political, whether it is insulated
from political influence to ensure a technical decision based on specific qualifications, or whether
the selection process involves corruption or favouritism. The process by which construction firms
are selected to build dams would appear to be under-researched, no doubt because of the
sensitivity of the topic. However, it is undoubtedly linked to geo-political alignments and, in many
cases, to the access of national governments to global finance, with many deals involving joint
finance–construction agreements. In other instances, however, the relationships between
construction companies, hydro-bureaucracies and political elites dominate. For instance, they may
be key to the meaningful inclusion of socio-environmental criteria in regional river basin planning.
Such terms of reference may be dictated by international finance, but states frequently have
influence over implementation and enforcement in the long term.

Towards the end of the 20th century anti-dam protests and questions over the efficacy of dam
building – recently summarised by Ansar et al (2014) – provoked efforts to improve the planning
and construction of dams. These include multilateral efforts, most notably the World Commission
on Dams (WCD), but also industry initiatives, the most influential led by the International
Hydropower Association (IHA).4 Key themes in these dam-building reforms include new
commitments to: detailed, multi-dimensional and cumulative impact assessment; assessment of
alternative projects to achieve irrigation, electricity and other desired services; participation in
decision making, with the WCD calling for projects to be approved by affected communities; and a
focus on mitigation in design and operation. The IHA captures a weaker version of these principles
in the Hydropower Sustainability Assessment Framework, which ranks aspects of projects,
including impact assessment. However, this framework does not incorporate legally binding
promises for the people affected and has a technical focus on how dams are built rather than on
the holistic considerations of alternatives or meaningful participatory engagement called for by the
WCD.

Dams and the demand for their construction are also closely shaped by transnational commodity
flows and the commodity boom of the 2000s that has recently subsided. Record prices for oil and
other fossil fuels led governments to seek cheaper and potentially sustainable energy sources, with
dams often framed among these alternatives. Furthermore, dams are also inextricably linked to
food prices and production. Record food prices and shortages on global markets in the late 2000s
were among the drivers of transnational and domestic agricultural investments – the so called ‘land
rush’ – that sought to take advantage of these opportunities. In many cases agricultural
investments are linked to the development and use of irrigation provided by dams (Bernstein,
2004; McMichael, 2009, 2010; Borras et al, 2010; Borras Jr & Franco, 2012; Lavers, 2012).
Whether the enthusiasm for large dam construction, which largely coincided with the commodity
boom, persists now that commodity prices are much lower is open to question. While compatible to
a degree, the desire to use dams for both irrigation and hydropower generation frequently requires
trade-offs in both design and operation between these competing uses.
4
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Though international in their origins, the recent literature demonstrates that such reformist ideas
regarding the planning and construction of dams are being picked up in dam practice (Dao, 2010;
Skinner & Haas, 2014; Dye, 2019). Increasingly, and in response to global protests, dam
engineering companies have adopted the language of sustainability and corporate social
responsibility. This may entail changes in dam construction policies, from the initiation of local
compensatory development projects to engagement with communities during implementation and
local procurement, employment and training. Perhaps unsurprisingly, a disconnect often exists
between such policies on paper and on the ground, but there is evidence of rhetorical change and
its translation to different practices (Dye, 2019).

3 National level decision making
An analysis of why dams are built, in what form, when and where must necessarily pay serious
consideration to nation–states, which possess the ultimate (albeit sometimes severely
circumscribed) power to approve dam construction within their territory. As discussed above,
international relations, finance and commodity flows are vital enablers and constraints on dam
construction within national territory. Yet it would be a mistake to assume – as seems to be implied
in parts of the literature – that national governments in developing countries do not have agency to
engage with and re-shape these processes to their own ends. The discussion below draws on
diverse literatures, including that specifically focusing on dams, but incorporates also the broader
literature on the politics of development and political sociology of the state. In doing so, the
discussion synthesises three dimensions at the national level that are of particular importance to
the analysis of dam construction: elite politics; technical and bureaucratic capacity; and finance.

3. 1 Elite politics and dams
First, in terms of elite politics, recent work has highlighted the mutually constitutive nature of intraelite power relations, and formal and informal institutions (North et al, 2009, 2012; Khan, 2010;
Hickey et al, 2015). From this perspective, formal political institutions or regime change are
frequently less important than shifts in the power relations that underpin them. Variation in the
distribution of power among elites and the institutional compromises that form the basis of ‘political
settlements’ have important implications for the time horizon of the ruling coalition, the coherence
of development strategies and state capacity to implement them. These insights have relevance to
dam construction. The planning and construction of a dam is rarely possible within the timescale of
one (or frequently several) electoral cycle and therefore requires some degree of political stability
and long-term vision. It also requires the effective functioning of and coherent planning between
multiple parts of the state, typically concerning environmental regulation, energy, finance,
agriculture and land issues. Furthermore, dam construction requires time and commitment to
develop local capacity in terms of long-term investments in engineering and other expertise, and
mobilising sufficient finance. Additionally, dams necessarily have distributional impacts, creating
winners and losers. As such, it is frequently necessary for the implementing organisations to
override the resistance of these opposition groups and their political representatives.
Unsurprisingly, then, in terms of the importance of long time horizons, centralisation of power and
ability to overcome resistance, dominant-party or authoritarian governments have been some of
the most prolific dam builders.
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A more general insight from this literature is that politicians’ interests and the balance of power
between contending interest groups must be taken into account. Among the incentives for
politicians, and engineering and finance actors, to support dams are the possibilities for corruption
and self-enrichment. Large infrastructure projects are notorious for their corruption potential and
dams are far from immune, with notable examples in Brazil (Poirier and Millikan, 2015; Poirier et al,
2015) and Argentina (Ribeiro, 1994). More generally, dams can form part of politicians’ political
survival strategies. Their capacity to provide services to particular communities – whether energy,
irrigation or water – may be used to build support among key interest groups. Meanwhile, the
negative impacts of dams – displacement and loss of water and associated environmental
resources – are also key distributional costs that governments must weigh up, particularly in terms
of the capacity of affected groups to mobilise and contest construction plans. While dams are
frequently presented as solutions to national energy problems and as means to the extension of
electricity access in order to secure popular support, achieving these objectives is far from simple.
Frequently dam construction is not linked to a coherent strategy for extending electricity distribution
into off-grid rural areas, which requires significant additional infrastructural investments. The
distribution and use of hydropower is shaped by the relative political economic importance of
industry, urban consumers, foreign exchange needs and rural populations. In such calculations the
expansion of access to electricity may be more rhetoric than reality.

A focus on elite power relations and material interests, however, should not necessarily lead to a
rationalist approach to understanding the politics of dams. The rational choice underpinnings of the
political settlements framework, and the downplaying of ideational analysis within it, has been
questioned (Lavers, 2018). Moreover, there is an abundant literature emphasising the importance
of the ideological and discursive processes that shape dam construction (Swyngedouw, 2009;
Menga, 2017). Indeed, rather than a rational planning exercise, there is a tendency for dam
construction to become an article of faith for political elites, inherently intertwined with discourses
of modernity, nation (re)building and the conquest of nature (Adams, 1992; Reisner, 1993; Hoag,
2005; Scott, 2006; Verhoeven, 2011; Everard, 2013; Menga, 2015; Swyngedouw, 2015; Dye,
2016). This often takes the form of high modernism, the ideology coined by Scott (1998) that is
premised on a binary of backward, irrational and traditional peoples against those who are modern,
civilised and rational, and with a unbending belief in the possibility of science and expertise to
engineer better. Thus dams, given their monumentality, technological symbolism and ability to
bring ‘untamed’ irrational natural resources to ‘productive’ industrial and agricultural purposes,
have an affinity with the ideology (Tischler, 2013; van der Straeten, 2017).

The building of dams also performs development, which can again be important for enhancing the
popular legitimacy of a leader, party or even the state in general. The monumental symbolism of a
dam, and related praise for the infrastructure along high-modernist lines, can also elevate the
infrastructure to the status of national icon, the image ubiquitous on bank notes and stamps. This
nation-building role is made all the more potent in cases where dams are financed or built through
popular mobilisation. Menga has analysed this in Tajikistan and Ethiopia, where citizens have been
encouraged and, at times, coerced into contributing to grand dam projects (Menga, 2015, 2017;
Menga and Swyngedouw, 2018). As such, research on elite politics must take into account both
actors’ perceived incentives resulting from the interaction of power relations and institutional forms,
and the ideational foundations of political settlements and the ways in which policy ideas related to
dams fit (or not) with particular problem framings and ideological orientations of political elites.
9

There is also an international element to political strategies, with dam building able to cement
alliances. For instance, Spain courted US patronage and protection under General Franco in the
Cold War through its national hydro-building programme (Swyngedouw, 2015). In the dam-building
resurgence, the discourse of ‘sustainable development’ has dominated. This provides a new
justification for hydropower dam construction which can be framed by political elites in terms of
‘green’ and ‘clean’ energy production (Atkins, 2017, 2018).5 Additionally, interest in sustainability
and climate change adaptation has produced discourse around the interdependent water–energy–
food nexus (Hoff, 2011; Allan et al, 2015; Conway et al, 2015; Kurian, 2017). This new sustainable
development discourse provides an opportunity for governments to build international legitimacy
through hydropower dam construction, particularly when chosen over fossil fuels, demonstrating
their credentials as responsible global actors engaged in global best practice. Moreover, this
discourse has produced climate finance, with a significant amount of carbon credits funding dams.6

Meanwhile, many recent large dams are not just oriented to domestic energy markets but are
designed to produce significantly more than current domestic requirements, with exports to
regional energy markets and the generation of foreign exchange earnings in mind. This is well
illustrated by the majority of East African countries, with Rwanda, Kenya, Tanzania and Ethiopia
planning to sell electricity regionally. Particularly for Ethiopia, such plans constitute a key economic
priority. They can increase export earnings, consequently easing balance of payments issues, and
strengthen regional alliances. However, such trading necessitates strong institutionalised
agreements and raises the question of whether regional markets will provide sufficient demand to
meet new supplies. Again East Africa provides an interesting example, with plans for an Eastern
Africa Power Pool long touted but still lacking institutional grounding. Given each country’s strong
presidentialism and frequent falling out, trading is happening, but only on a low-volume, bilateral
basis.

3.2 Technical and bureaucratic capacity
The second component of the framework concerned with national-level politics focuses on
bureaucratic capacity and the links between political elites and the hydro-bureaucracy. Political
economy research has highlighted the importance of the bureaucracy as a semi-autonomous
source of decision making, shaping the policy agenda and framing of problems (Grindle & Thomas,
1991; Migdal, 2001; Grindle, 2012). This insight applies especially to dams, where agencies
created to plan and construct them have often become powerful, agenda-setting actors in their own
right, rather than merely implementing agencies to pursue the plans laid out by political elites. The
importance of the bureaucracy highlights one limitation of the political settlements framework in its
tendency to view the state as somewhat monolithic and homogeneous. Rather than a unitary actor,
the state is better conceived as a network of semi-autonomous actors, each with their own
interests and embedded in broader socio-political relations (Migdal, 1988, 2001; Hagmann &
Péclard, 2010).

5
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Different literatures suggest quite different implications for the role of the bureaucracy in dam
construction. On the one hand, a large literature emphasises the importance of Weberian
characteristics – meritocracy, rational-legal administration, esprit de corps and sense of higher
purpose, autonomy from political influence, empowerment to make decisions – in the functioning of
effective bureaucracies with respect to economic development, service delivery and natural
resource management (see Evans, 1995; Gerth & Mills, 2003). Indeed, there are good reasons to
expect that competent and effective dam construction would likewise be enabled by such a
bureaucracy. On the other hand, however, there is a large critical literature on ‘hydrocracies’
(hydraulic bureaucracies) that problematises such agencies when they are too insulated and
empowered (Molle et al, 2009). In many cases, hydrocracies are dominated by a rather narrow,
techno-scientific worldview that focuses on controlling rivers and overcoming ‘natural’ obstacles,
with the result that dams become the goal themselves, rather than a means to broader social and
economic objectives. The premier example here is the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), which
empowered experts to re-engineer the valley, removed from political pressures (Scott, 2006;
Klingensmith, 2007). The TVA became globally regarded as a model for development that has
been exported around world.7 The US Bureau of Reclamation provides a similar example in the
west of the US of an agency whose central objective came to be to build dams and control nature,
transforming a swathe of the country in the process (Worster, 1992; Reisner, 1993; Lowry, 2003).8
Again this is closely linked to ideology, and particularly high modernism, a key principle of which is
the ability of science and expertise to derive the best paths to progress (Dye, 2019).

To some extent such divergent views of bureaucracy may be reconciled by moving away from the
Weberian idea that effective bureaucracy is achieved through autonomy and insulation, which
implies the necessity of extracting the bureaucracy from the realm of politics. Instead, all
bureaucracies are necessarily products of the political environment from which they emerge,
encompassing the purposes to which they are assigned, the freedom of manoeuvre that they
achieve and the degree to which investments are made in developing competence and efficiency.
Patronage may undermine bureaucratic effectiveness, but as Grindle (2012) demonstrates,
political patronage does not necessarily destroy competence, but may be a means of ensuring that
the bureaucracy meets both economic and political objectives. A prominent dams example here
could be the US Bureau of Reclamation, which became an extremely effective dam builder
(sometimes in spite of the infeasibility of the dams themselves), thanks to the way in which it was
able to insert itself in and take advantage of the pork barrel system (of favouring local interests) in
federal politics (Reisner, 1993).
The decision to undertake long-term investment in building bureaucracies’ engineering and
planning capacity through training and resources, to insulate (or not) hydro-bureaucrats from
political influence, and the distribution of powers over the planning and construction of dams
(centralised within one agency or dispersed over many) are all fundamentally political decisions
that have enormous influence over national capacity to plan and build dams and the objectives
7
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2007).
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taken into account in the process. They are also distinctly under-researched, particularly in the
most recent wave of dam building.

3.3 Finance
The final component of the national-level political economy concerns the ability to secure sufficient
finance for dam construction. Finance may be sourced domestically or internationally (the latter
considered above), but each method comes with particular constraints. The expansion of state
capacity to mobilise taxes or contributions is a deeply political and transformative process for both
state–society relations and, ultimately, the state itself (Migdal, 1988; Tilly, 1992). Generally, major
expansions of revenue-generating capacity have resulted from either the need to mobilise
resources in response to conflict or severe existential threats to ruling elites (Tilly, 1992; Moore,
2004; Bräutigam et al, 2008; Slater, 2010). In many developing countries, not only is the domestic
resource base – and therefore the potential for domestic resource mobilisation – relatively small,
but the political conditions which might favour the necessary expansion of state revenuemobilisation capacity are also absent. Once again, this literature highlights the importance of
considering not just material interests but also ideational processes. The state’s ability to mobilise
resources through taxation is ultimately dependent on perceptions of state legitimacy and authority,
as well as on the perceived significance of external threats.

In such contexts, international finance is the alternative and, where international finance is readily
available, perhaps often a preferable one for elites compared with facing the challenges involved in
raising domestic resources (Bräutigam et al, 2008). Moreover, international finance, for dams and
other infrastructure, may be appealing to political elites as a means of securing resources that can
then be used as part of their political survival strategies. Such extraversion enables political elites
to take advantage of their dependent position within the global economy to consolidate their power
domestically (Bayart, 2000). Verhoeven’s (2015a) analysis of dam construction in Sudan provides
such an example, where investment for dam construction is distributed through patronage
networks to the political base. Consequently, given these factors and dam projects’ frequently vast
expense, international dam finance is the norm. The securing of this international money, from
either development banks, governments or the private sector, is often therefore a key step in the
lifecycle of any project consuming significant effort from national government. Particularly for larger
dams, this is magnified by the number of planning, design and construction stages which may each
need significant separate financing. The politics of how national elites procure such financing, and
its influence on individual dams, is therefore an important process in dam building at the national
level.

3.4 Sub-national political dynamics and dams
Alongside the international processes, national decision making regarding dam construction is
equally inseparable from sub-national political dynamics encompassing bargaining with subnational elites; the distributional strategies implied in dam design and construction; the local
impacts of dam construction – around the dam and reservoir, downstream and upstream – and
political mobilisation to contest dam construction. As noted earlier, the pursuit of dam construction
by political elites is often part of a strategy to build popular legitimacy through discourses of
national rebirth and modernity. In such circumstances, what is very often proposed (implicitly or,
occasionally, explicitly) is the sacrifice of those negatively affected by the dam – for example,
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through displacement, disruption of livelihoods or reduced water availability – for the greater good
of national development.
The decision on whether and where to build a dam is further shaped by the historically embedded
power relations between the national and sub-national level, and the institutional strategies
employed by national political elites to govern sub-national jurisdictions (Migdal, 1988; Boone,
2003). These factors shape the extent of sub-national representation in the national-level decisionmaking process on dams, the choice of location and form of the dam, as well as agreements on
the distribution of benefits and costs between national and sub-national levels. Depending on the
power of sub-national elites, the latter may be able to secure a preferential balance of benefits and
negative impacts for their region in agreements with national governments. The benefits may
include access to water, irrigation, electricity and employment opportunities, while avoiding
negative impacts such as displacement and loss of water access. Meanwhile, the construction and
operation of a dam will in turn re-shape these political relations, providing new sources of revenue
and economic opportunity, as well as disrupting existing livelihoods and economies. In the history
of dam construction there has undoubtedly been a tendency to prioritise dams situated in politically
marginal areas, enabling national elites to ignore sub-national elites in decision making, thereby
building on, rather than challenging, historical processes of appropriation and marginalisation.9

Moreover, and particularly when planned and implemented in a top-down manner that disregards
the interests of local populations, dams frequently engender various forms and degrees of popular
resistance. Such resistance may include the overt: protest, campaigning and political mobilisation,
sometimes linked to transnational NGOs and social movements promoting the protection of
indigenous peoples or environmental sustainability, or may take the form of the covert ‘weapons of
the weak’ (Scott, 1985). Perhaps the most famous example of such overt resistance is that to
India’s Narmada dam (Roy, 1999; D’Souza, 2002; Khagram, 2004) , but dam projects have also
been contested and occasionally defeated elsewhere in India (Mawdsley, 2005), Brazil (Fearnside,
1989, 2001; Khagram 2004), Myanmar (Kiik, 2016; Kirchherr et al, 2017), Laos (Goldman, 2005)
and the US (Lowry, 2003). To a significant degree, the strategies of resistance pursued by affected
populations are shaped by their capacity to mobilise considerable numbers of people, by the
historically embedded nature of relations between the region in question and the centre of power in
the country and by the ability of such movements to link to transnational actors able to support their
opposition. Where affected populations are relatively few in number, or politically and economically
marginalised, they may be limited to ‘weapons of the weak’, such as non-compliance with
displacement and resettlement procedures.
Finally, the national decision-making process is shaped by dams’ local impacts on livelihoods and
economies. Key here are elite perceptions of the potential for any consequent political mobilisation
to contest dams. Dams are inherently zero-sum investments – creating economic opportunities and
revenue streams for some, but necessarily also imposing costs on others, most visibly those
displaced, to make way for dams and reservoirs, but also potentially a wide range of others
(Adams, 1992; Everard, 2013). While greater attention to the process and nature of resettlement
programmes would be a positive step, the database created by Scudder, the authority in this field,
finds that displaced people tend not to recover economically, even after 50 years (Scudder, 2005,
2012). Historically, decision makers at the national level frequently refuted the scale and variety of
9

See Baviskar's (1995) case study of the Narmada.
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such impacts (McCully, 2001; Everard, 2013). This is partly because of their belief in social
engineering to improve the livelihoods of the displaced, but also because of their faith in science
and expertise to know and mitigate recognised environmental impacts (Dye, forthcoming; Dye,
2016; Havnevik, 1993; Öhman, 2007; Hoag and Öhman, 2008; Hoag, 2013, 2013). The
underestimation of dams’ impacts also stemmed from the top-down and exclusively expert
workings of dam implementing organisations, which had only limited knowledge of the livelihoods
and socio-ecological systems or services provided by the river. This is particularly reflected in
impact assessments, which have historically overlooked downstream (Adams, 1992; Tsikata,
2006) and cumulative impacts (Everard, 2013; Kibler & Tullos, 2013). When governments have
recognised any impacts, these are frequently the most direct displacement from the dam site and
reservoir area.

The brutal political calculation here is often one of who is politically expendable or, in some cases,
which population groups are in need of transformation, drawing on deeply rooted ideas of the
backwardness of particular livelihoods and the significance of modernity. Moreover, negative
impacts of dam construction invariably have differential impacts by gender, class and ethnicity that
will further shape the potential for affected groups to mobilise and resist (Tsikata, 2006; Öhman
2007). The nature of the impacts – real and perceived – alongside the capacity of affected
populations to mobilise politically, shapes patterns of resistance.

4 Conceptualising the politics of dams: a research agenda
The proposed theoretical approach outlined in this paper emphasises the importance of both the
material and ideational aspects of dams and the necessity of researching dams across multiple,
interlinked levels of analysis. The project considers five analytically distinct yet interrelated levels of
analysis. In addition to the national level, two of these are international in nature (the global and
regional/river basin levels), while two are sub-national, comprising sub-national regions and the
local area in which a dam and reservoir are situated.

The central focus for decision making about the planning and construction of dams is at the
national level, where three factors – intra-elite political dynamics; technical and bureaucratic
capacity; and finance – must come into alignment for dams to proceed. Nonetheless, while the
research has a central analytical focus on the decision-making process at the national level, the
intention is nonetheless to avoid the pitfalls of methodological nationalism.10 Each of these national
factors is inherently intertwined in supra-national and sub-national political economic processes,
necessitating a far broader analytical engagement in order to develop a nuanced understanding of
the decision-making process surrounding dams.
The framework for the research builds on Migdal’s (2001) ‘State-in-Society’ approach and on
Hagmann and Péclard’s (2010) ‘Negotiating Statehood’ framework. These theories view the state
not as a monolithic entity but as a network of semi-autonomous organisations with their own
distinct organisational interests and worldviews, each of which is embedded in society through both
organisational ties to societal groups and the affiliation of individuals to particular networks, clubs,
10

A concern that has been raised regarding both Khan’s political settlements and Migdal’s State-in-Society
frameworks (Kohli & Shue, 1994; Hickey, 2013), cited above.
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clans and ethnic groups. Crucially these frameworks enable analysis to differentiate between
different parts of the state and to set an individual state organisation in a broader political context.

The research situates the energy sector and its key policies within the political survival strategies of
national governments and includes both domestic and international dimensions. The research
looks at the way ruling coalitions navigate global and regional political spheres, securing finance,
expertise and political support for favoured dam projects, while mobilising these international
resources to consolidate domestic power. As this suggests, however, international influences on
policy choices are inseparable from domestic political economic calculations. Ultimately, decision
making on electricity, as with development strategies more broadly, is distributional in nature, with
state officials confronting multiple trade-offs across the levels of analysis within our framework.
With respect to energy distribution, this entails balancing: between international export and
domestic uses; between industrial and household consumption; between rural and urban areas;
and between regions. Furthermore, such trade-offs also take place within the context of investment
challenges – the need to construct transmission and distribution infrastructure; macroeconomic
constraints – foreign exchange and budgetary issues, and they overlay intersecting social
cleavages of class, ethnicity and region.
For illustrative purposes, Figure 1 presents a geographic conceptualisation of the key actors and
processes that shape dam planning in a hypothetical country setting, showing how these actors
and linkages might be distributed across the levels of analysis of the framework. Overall, the bulk
of the existing literature tends to focus on one of two things: either the international dynamics
shaping water governance within river basins and in terms of linkages to global actors (for
example, on the Nile Basin, see Nicol & Cascão, 2011; Salman, 2016; Tawfik, 2016a, 2016b;
Yihdego et al, 2016); or the local level impacts of dams and the response of local communities to
them (Tsikata, 2006; Turton, 2011; Lavers, 2012; Kirchherr et al, 2017). Comparatively underresearched areas include the interlinkages between intra-elite relations, the hydro-bureaucracy and
sources of domestic and international finance in the resurgence era, as well as the political
economic relations shaping the choice of construction and engineering companies. The boxes and
linkages in Figure 1 that represent the clearest gaps in the existing literature and, thus, where
FutureDAMS could make significant contributions, are highlighted in orange.
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The proposal is therefore to focus empirical attention on these under-researched areas, while
drawing on the existing literature regarding the broader global shifts and micro-level impacts of
dams, which also feed into the political economy of decision making. To this end, the research will
comprise four sub-projects focusing on key areas of interest:

4.1 Historical analysis of the political economy of dam decision making
The research will conduct an historical analysis of the process of decision making on dams,
examining why dams are built in certain locations, according to certain designs and at certain
points in time. Dams frequently have very long histories, with initial scoping studies identifying dam
sites decades before construction begins. As such, a key focus is to trace the process to assess
why technical capacity, finance and political commitment to dam construction all come together at
one particular point in time and not at others.

4.2 The politics of technical and bureaucratic capacity
The research will focus on the state organisations charged with delivering dams. Are these
technical dam building organisations created to deliver approved projects or are they themselves
key actors driving decision making? To what degree have governments invested in building the
technical capacities of these agencies? Do political dynamics empower these agencies to
maximise technical capacities or subordinate these technical processes to political priorities? What
opportunities do technical agencies provide to increase participation in decision making on dams?
16

4.3 The distributional politics of energy policy
Dams are frequently justified as sustainable energy sources that can address national demand and
extend electrification. How are decisions made about the relative prioritisation of electricity exports
and domestic uses, including industry, urban and rural consumers? To what extent are dams
linked to coherent infrastructure development plans to expand electrification in rural areas? Which
groups are, or have been, prioritised in electrification and provision of electricity when faced with
shortages? Do dams reflect real commitment to sustainable energy production or are they merely
‘greenwashing’ existing priorities?

4.4 The political economy of companies
This sub-theme will situate the companies involved in designing and constructing dams, assessing
impacts and overseeing implementation standards with respect to political dynamics and linkages.
How are these companies selected for projects and how is this shaped by connections to national
political elites and financers? Are these companies themselves important actors in shaping
decision making? What are the linkages between companies carrying out design and construction
and those assessing impacts and standards? To what extent have these companies adopted new
transnational ideas regarding improved decision making on dams? What freedom do they have to
implement these?

4.5 Sub-national responses to dam planning and construction
Despite attempts to promote reformist ideas in dam planning and construction, the common
tendency has long been for dams to be top-down initiatives that are primarily detrimental to
adjacent communities, initiatives motivated primarily by the concerns of national political elites,
within the constraints of the availability of international finance and expertise. Yet this raises
questions concerning how sub-national actors from the affected areas respond to these initiatives.
For example, to what degree are regional and ethnic elites from the affected areas able to
negotiate and bargain with national governments to adapt plans and/or to ensure that the region
benefits from the dam? Under what circumstances are social movements able to mobilise in
opposition to dams? What strategies are most effective for contesting dams – disobedience and
non-compliance, armed opposition or targeting international actors (powerbrokers, financiers or
constructors) involved in the dam?
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